Round III

				

Dear Team,
the last mission has come!

Congratulations, thanks to you the lead expert of the expedition was able to
complete the final report about the expedition in time. He is now at home to
present the results, learnings of the expedition for the national public. As
your teamwork has contributed significantly to the success of the expedition, he
would like to involve you into the presentation of results as well. So how could
you be part if the expedition promo show?
For your shool/college the Team need to present the results, experiences of the
expedition – that your team finds most important, relevant or most interesting,
based on the first 2 rounds. The material and its presentation method is totally
up to you but it needs to be made only by the Team. Rely n your creatvity – you
can p.eg. prepare a poster or a cartoon, a videoclip or short interviews, or
either write a poem, song or slam poetry, or you can organize a thematic
action day or a workshop at the school/college or anywhere etc. Your team needs
to reach as many people from your school/college as possible. You do not need
to present all key information in the material and its presentation, only those
ones that the team finds relevant/important.

Láss a mélyére!

What to send in

– not an answer sheet this time…

To the lassamelyere@mtvsz.hu e-mail address we need the following till 29 May:
- the material your Team prepared and presented (photo/video/pdf file format)
- documentation about the presentation of this material at your school/college
(photo/video/pdf file format)
If the total size of te files exceed 5Mb please send them zipped and by email
transfer system like wetransfer.com to ensure that all files go through.
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